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Multi-Domain

HD-1
HD-1 is vehicle designed to operate in and easily transition 
between maritime subsurface, surface, ground, hover, and 
forward flight domains. HD-1 can operate in or back and forth 
between any or all of these domains during a single sortie. This 
allows a single HD-1 to perform missions that would otherwise 
require two to four separate vehicles with their separate 
attendant control and support systems. 

MARITIME. For maritime subsurface capabilities, the ducted 
fans are oriented, and their rpm adjusted to provide horizontal 
thrust appropriate for an aquatic environment. For sensing, 
observing or delivering, this capability is unmatched by any 
other UUV. A minor shaping of the UV’s body would allow 
surface maritime capabilities as well with the ducted fans used 
as either subsurface propellers or as above-water fans in an 
air-boat style approach.

AERIAL. HD-1 achieves quad-copter like performance with the 
ducted fans oriented vertically. Rotating the fans into a more 
horizontal position provides long-distance higher speed fixed 
wing like capabilities. The fans can be oriented at any position 
between vertical and horizontal to provide optimum 
lift/speed/range performance as needed for the phase of 
operation. Additionally, the fans can be oriented slightly aft to 
slow the vehicle and enable more rapid transition between 
horizontal and vertical modes.

GROUND. With the fans oriented as wheels, the shrouds locked 
to the drive motors, and the rpm again adjusted to the 
environment, HD-1 can function as a ground UV. Transition to 
and from this mode would occur from either maritime or 
vertical aerial configurations. In the maritime configuration, 
HD-1 can driveout of the water onto the shore.

VERTICAL. This mode is completely unique to the HD-1. In this 
mode it can approach vertically to place sensors or inspect a 
surface. No other UAS can perform this type of mission in the 
air or in maritime environments.



Hybrid LTA

HyALTA
HyALTA is a hybrid lighter-than-air (LTA) and flying wing air vehicle 
that allows a single vehicle to provide the simplicity, vertical heavy 
lift, and extended efficient station keeping capabilities of an LTA 
with the high glide ratio (>40:1) and velocity (up to 200 kts.) of low 
coefficient of drag flying wings.

HyALTA achieves its performance with an elegantly simple 
minimalist internal structure that morphs to provide extensive 
combinations of aspect ratio, chord thickness and top and 
bottom camber to achieve a wide range of aerodynamic and 
buoyant lift configurations.
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US Pat. 11519418 - mechanical fan rotates freely with respect to the shroud.
US Pat. 11454245 - ducted fan converts between fluid and wheel propulsion.
US Pat. 11333032 - linear drive motor.
US Pat. 11305863 - variable geometry aircraft.
US Pat. 10532803 - aircraft with adjustable aspect ratio.
US Pat. 10377465 - aircraft longerons adjust camber of surfaces.
US Pat. 10180083 - aircraft shroud converts to drive-wheel configuration.
US Pat. 10287000 - aircraft with flexible envelope changes aspect ratio.
US Pat. 9623954 - semi rigid airship with movable longerons changes shape.

Additional Development Projects
HyDRA (Advanced Passive UxS Kill and Recovery System)  Since HyALTA can travel faster than 
any conventional UAV in its low drag flying wing configuration and can loiter, almost 
indefinitely in its lighter than air configurations, the concept is to have HyALTA station keep 
until directed to dash and capture an incoming UAV in long Mylar or nylon strands dangling 
below (reminiscent of a Portuguese Man-of-War).

HySwarm (Air, Land or Maritime Low Cost, High Velocity UxS) The HySWARM (Hybrid 
Single-drive, Water, Air, Road Machine) design is a hybrid Unmanned Vehicle that allows a 
single vehicle to operate in all mediums (air, water and land) using a single set of drive motors. 
This transformational design is enabled by innovative gimballed propulsion system.

HyCarrier (SWARM Delivery and Range Extension System Unmanned Vehicle Range and 
Communication Extension) User has the ability to use HyALTA to carry one or more HyDrones 
to a location, using its high speed and long flight duration capabilities, Arriving at the 
deployment site, HyALTA deploys one or more HD-1s into air, land or water environments. HD-1 
can complete the UAV mission for which it is configured while HyALTA loiters for later recovery 
of HD-1 or rises to an elevation where it can loiter as a over-the-horizon or satellite 
communication relay or data collector.

HyDrive (Encapsulated Magneto Hydrodynamic Drive Practical Implementation of Magneto 
Hydrodynamics Using Encapsulated Fluids) Hydrodynamic Drive (MHD) concept provides nearly 
silent propulsion for submersible vehicles with no moving parts. Magnetohydrodynamic drive 
or MHD accelerator is a method for propelling vehicles using only electric and magnetic fields 
with no moving parts, accelerating an electrically conductive propellant (liquid or gas) with 
magnetohydrodynamics. The fluid is directed to the rear of a propulsion tube and as a 
reaction, the vehicle accelerates forward.


